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Abstract

Virtual machines face significant performance challenges beyond those confronted by traditional static

optimizers. First, portable program representations and dynamic language features, such as dynamic class

loading, force the deferral of most optimizations until runtime, inducing runtime optimization overhead.

Second, modular program representations preclude many forms of whole-program interprocedural opti-

mization. Third, virtual machines incur additional costs for runtime services such as security guarantees

and automatic memory management.

To address these challenges, vendors have invested considerable resources into adaptive optimization

systems in production virtual machines. Today, mainstream virtual machine implementations include

substantial infrastructure for online monitoring and profiling, runtime compilation, and feedback-directed

optimization. As a result, adaptive optimization has begun to mature as a widespread production-level

technology.

This paper surveys the evolution and current state-of-the-art of adaptive optimization technology in

virtual machines.

Index Terms

adaptive optimization, dynamic optimization, feedback-directed optimization, virtual machines

I. I NTRODUCTION

The past decade has witnessed the widespread adoption of programming languages designed to execute

on virtual machines. Most notably, the Java programming language [1] and more recently the Common

Language Runtime [2] have driven virtual machine technology into the mass marketplace.

Virtual machine architectures provide several software engineering advantages over statically com-

piled binaries, including portable program representations, some safety guarantees, built-in automatic
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memory and thread management, and dynamic program composition through dynamic class loading.

These powerful features enhance the end-user programming model and have driven the success of

new languages. However, in many cases, these dynamic features frustrate traditional static program

optimization technologies, introducing new challenges for achieving high performance.

In response, the industry has invested heavily in adaptive optimization technology. This technology

aims to improve performance by monitoring a program’s behavior and using this information to drive

optimization decisions. This paper surveys the major developments and central themes in the development

of adaptive optimization technology in virtual machines over the last thirty years. We categorize such

techniques into three categories: 1)selective optimization, techniques for determining when, and on what

parts of the program, to apply a runtime optimizing compiler, 2)feedback-directed code generation,

techniques for using profiling information to improve the quality of the code generated by an optimizing

compiler, and 3)other feedback-directed optimizations, other uses of profiling information to improve

performance.

After defining some terminology (Section II), we present a brief history of adaptive optimization in

virtual machines (Section III). The core of the paper then addresses the following topics: selective opti-

mization (Section IV), profiling techniques (Section V), feedback-directed code generation (Section VI),

and other feedback-directed optimizations (Section VII). The paper concludes with a discussion of future

research topics (Section VIII) and conclusions (Section IX).

II. T ERMINOLOGY

Some software programs serve only to provide an execution engine for other programs. This class

of software execution engines spans a wide range of domains, ranging from microcode [3] to binary

translators [4] to interpreters for high-level languages such as APL [5]. Across these domains, the tech-

nological drivers and implementation trade-offs vary significantly depending on the executed program’s

representation and level of abstraction.

Rau [6] classified program representations into three categories:

• high level representation (HLR): a high-level language such as ALGOL, APL, C++, or the Java

programming language,

• directly interpretable representation (DIR): an intermediate representation with a simple syntax and

a relatively small set of simple operators, such as JVM bytecode or CLI, and

• directly executable representation (DER): an executable binary representation bound to a machine

architecture, such as PowerPC, IA32, or SPARC.
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HLRs carry semantic information at a high level of abstraction, with program representations designed

to help human understanding rather than machine execution. HLR optimizers focus on providing an

effective translation from the high-level abstractions and program representation to a DIR or a DER.

Because this translation must cross a wide gap, even simple translation is generally considered too

expensive to apply at runtime; so, most HLR compilers operate offline. Optimizing HLR compilers apply

aggressive program transformations, often relying on high-level semantic information expressed in the

HLR.

Most HLR compilers emit DER code, which a machine can execute directly with no runtime transla-

tion overhead. The main disadvantage of DER is that it lacks portability across machine architectures.

Furthermore, a DER carries relatively little semantic information, obscuring opportunities for further

program transformations. As a result, a DER translator has comparatively little opportunity to optimize

a program based on its runtime environment.

DIRs provide a middle ground, which has gained favor in recent years. A DIR provides portability

across machine architectures, yet most machines can execute DIR with relatively little runtime translation

overhead. A DIR carries semantic information that falls between the other two categories of representa-

tions, which facilitates more aggressive program transformations than are easily attainable on DER.

We define avirtual machine(VM) to be a software execution engine for programs in Rau’s DIR

category. This includes implementations of the Java Virtual Machine, Common Language Runtime, and

Smalltalk v-code.

In addition to providing a direct execution engine, modern VM architectures provide a managed

execution environment with additional runtime services. Cierniak et al. [7] provide a discussion of typical

runtime services in a managed execution environment, including automatic memory management, type

management, threads and synchronization, dynamic loading, reflection, and exceptions.1 As Cierniak

et al. discuss, each of these services introduces some runtime overhead. This paper reviews adaptive

optimization technologies designed to mitigate the overhead of these services.

III. A B RIEF HISTORY OFADAPTIVE OPTIMIZATION IN V IRTUAL MACHINES

The fundamental concepts of adaptive optimization date back at least to the advent of software. Due

to space constraints, this paper focuses on the work that has most directly transferred into today’s VM

1Cierniak et al. [7] and others use the termmanaged runtimeto refer to what we call a virtual machine. Rattner [8] proposes

terminology whereby a “virtual machine is but one element of a modern runtime environment”, as distinct from other subsystems

such as compilers and the garbage collector. We use the single termvirtual machineto indicate the sum of all these parts.
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implementations. We refer the reader to Aycock [9] for an in-depth review of the genesis of these

techniques, as well as a survey of related dynamic compilation techniques in domains other than virtual

machines.

In the domain of virtual machines, the following five developments stand out as milestones in the evolu-

tion of adaptive optimization: Lisp interpreters [10], Adaptive FORTRAN [11], ParcPlace Smalltalk [12],

SELF [13], [14], and Java [1].

Lisp interpreters [10] probably represent the first widely used virtual machines. Although Lisp is best-

classified as a HLR, its syntax allows simple parsing and nearly direct interpretation. Lisp implementations

pioneered many of the characteristic virtual machine services; notably, Lisp drove the development of

automatic memory management technology for several decades. Lisp even provided an early precursor

to dynamic loading; the Lispeval function would evaluate an expression in the current environment,

in effect dynamically adding code to the running program.

Hansen’s Adaptive FORTRAN work [11] provided the first in-depth exploration of issues in on-

line adaptive optimization. Although FORTRAN certainly is a HLR, Hansen’s system executed a DIR

compiler-centric intermediate program representation. Hansen’s excellent 1974 thesis describes many of

the challenges facing adaptive optimizers with regard to selective recompilation, including models and

heuristics to drive recompilation, dealing with multiple optimization levels, and online profiling and

control systems.

In their influential 1984 paper [12], Deutsch and Schiffman described the ParcPlace Smalltalk virtual

machine, the first “modern” virtual machine. Their Smalltalk implementation introduced many of the

core concepts used today, including a full-fledged Just-In-Time compiler, inline caches to optimize

polymorphic dispatch, and native code caches. Furthermore, this work demonstrated convincingly that

software-only virtual machines were viable on conventional architectures, and could address the key

performance challenges without language-specific hardware support.

The SELF project [13], [14] carried on where Deutsch and Schiffman left off, and developed many of

the more advanced techniques that appear in virtual machines today. Some technical highlights include

polymorphic inline caches, on-stack replacement, dynamic deoptimization, selective compilation with

multiple compilers, type prediction and splitting, and profile-directed inlining integrated with adaptive

recompilation.

Sun Microsystems introduced the Java programming language [1] in 1995, which stands as a mile-

stone since the JVM became the first virtual machine with major penetration into mainstream markets.

Competing for customers, Java vendors poured resources into virtual machine implementations on an
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unprecedented scale. In the quest for Java performance, vendors embraced the adaptive optimization

technologies pioneered in Smalltalk and SELF, and have spurred a renaissance of research and develop-

ment in the area. The Microsoft Corporation followed the Java programming language with the Common

Language Runtime [2], and it appears that virtual machines will continue to proliferate for the foreseeable

future.

IV. SELECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

We use the termselective optimizationto denote the policy by which a virtual machine chooses to

apply its runtime compiler. In this section, we review the development of the dominant concepts that

have influenced selective optimization technology in today’s virtual machines. See [9] for a more in-depth

review of the early development of these ideas and applications in arenas beyond virtual machines.

A. Interpreters

As discussed in the previous section, early interpreters, such as those for Lisp, may be considered the

first virtual machines. Following Lisp, other interpreter-based language implementations gained popularity,

including implementations for high-level languages such as APL [5], SNOBOL [15], BCPL [16], and

Pascal-P [17]. To this day, interpreters enjoy widespread use in implementations for languages such as

Perl [18], Python [19], and MATLAB [20].

Interpreters have employed various techniques to improve performance over the simplest,switch -

based implementations. Some researchers investigated specialized hardware (e.g. [21]–[23]) to accelerate

interpreters. However, at the present, economics of general-purpose hardware have driven this approach

out of favor.

Perhaps the most important software optimization for interpreters isthreading[24]. With basic threading

techniques, the interpreter jumps with indirect branches directly from the implementation of one bytecode

to the next, simplifying dispatch logic.

Recent work has applied dynamic techniques to improve on basic threading, using runtime translation

to customize a threaded interpreter implementation for the input program. Piumarta and Riccardi [25]

describe techniques to dynamically generate the threaded code in order to eliminate a central dispatch

site and to “inline” common bytecode sequences. Ertl and Gregg [26] extended this work by replicating

code sequences and investigating various interpreter generation heuristics, focusing on improving branch

prediction accuracy. Gagnon and Hendren [27] adapted Piumarta and Riccardi’s techniques to work in the

context of dynamic class loading and multi-threading. Sullivan et al. [28] describe cooperation between
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an interpreter implementation and an underlying dynamic binary optimizer, which improves the efficacy

of the underlying optimizer on the interpreter execution.

Despite these advances, an interpreter cannot match the performance of an optimizing compiler. A

few early papers discussed techniques to cache interpreter actions, in effect producing a simple runtime

compiler (see [9] for an in-depth review). This work progressively evolved into the full-fledged runtime

compilers common in today’s VMs. Nevertheless, interpreters remain an attractive option for some

domains, such as space-constrained devices [29], [30].

B. Just-In-Time Compilers

To improve interpreter performance, virtual machines began to incorporate runtime compilers that could

perform an optimizing translation from DIR to DER on-the-fly. The simplest scheme is commonly known

as a Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler, which compiles each code sequence directly to native code immediately

before it executes.2

This approach was typified by the seminal work on ParcPlace Smalltalk-80 [12]. This software-only

Smalltalk implementation executed interpretable virtual code (v-code) by translating it to native code

(n-code) when needed. This system architecture supported three mutually exclusive execution strategies:

an interpreter, a simple non-optimizing translator, and an optimizing translator. The execution strategy

was chosen prior to execution.

Code space was a scarce resource for the system, and optimized n-code was measured as five times

larger than the corresponding v-code. To avoid paging (in fact, the experimental system reported had no

virtual memory), Deutsch and Schiffman [12] introduced a code cache for n-code, and would discard

and regenerate n-code as needed. Subsequently, code caches have proved effective in other contexts for

platforms where code space is scarce (e.g. [31]).

Several later projects adopted the “JIT-only” strategy, including the initial SELF implementation [32]

and the initial production Java virtual machines.

C. Selective Optimization Concepts

The JIT-only strategy introduces compilation overhead before any code sequence can execute, imposing

a heavy burden when compilation resources, either compiled code space or compile time, are scarce. For

2The termJIT is also commonly used to describe any runtime compiler in a virtual machine, even if it is used selectively to

compile some methods while others are interpreted.
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these situations, a virtual machine can exploit the well-known fact that most programs spend the majority

of time in a small fraction of the code [33], and focus compilation resources only on frequently-executed

code sequences, or “hot spots”. To this end, the next wave of virtual machines used two implementations, a

“cheap” default implementation (either interpreter or a fast non-optimizing compiler) and a more expensive

optimizer applied only to program hot spots.

A system employing selective optimization requires three basic components:

1) a profiling mechanism to identify candidates for further optimization,

2) a decision-making component to choose the optimizations to apply for each candidate, and

3) a dynamic optimizing compiler to perform the selected optimizations.

Since these components operate online during program execution, the system must minimize their

overhead in order to maximize performance. Concerning profiling, two mechanisms have emerged for

obtaining a low-overhead, coarse-grained data to drive selective optimization:countersandsampling.

The counter mechanism associates a method-specific counter with each method. The counter counts

method invocations and perhaps loop iterations.

The sampling mechanism periodically interrupts the system and records the method (or methods) on

the top of the call stack. Often, an external clock triggers sampling, which allows significantly lower

overheard than incrementing a counter on each method invocation. However, using an external clock as

the trigger introduces non-determinism, which can complicate system debugging.

Based on the profile data, the decision-making component selects methods or code sequences for

optimization. Many systems employ a simple predetermined threshold strategy, where a value (method

counter or sample counter) exceeding a fixed threshold triggers the compilation of one or more methods.

Other systems use more sophisticated strategies to select methods and levels for optimization. The next

section reviews the implementations and strategies used in selective optimization systems.

D. Selective Optimization Systems

Early work (e.g. [33]) suggested that the user optimize code selectively based on profile information.

To our knowledge, Hansen implemented the first system to perform adaptive optimization automatically,

in Adaptive FORTRAN [11]. The Adaptive FORTRAN (AF) compiler produced an intermediate form that

could either be directly interpreted, or further optimized. The system would selectively apply optimizations

to basic blocks or loop-like “segments” of code. After empirical tuning, Hansen settled on a system with

three levels of optimization in addition to direct interpretation. The experimental results showed that
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AF’s adaptive optimization provided better overall performance than JIT-only strategies with any single

optimization level.

The SELF-93 implementation [34] applied many of Hansen’s techniques. Because SELF was targeted

as an interactive programming system, the system could not afford the pauses if it compiled each method

with the highest level of optimization. So, SELF-93 initially compiled each method with a fast non-

optimizing compiler, and invoked the optimizing compiler on a subset of the frequently executed (or

hot) methods. They also considered the observed pause times for an interactive user, rather than just

the total time spent by the runtime compiler. SELF-93 identified hot methods using method invocation

counts, which decayed over time. They considered using sampling to identify hot methods, but rejected

the idea because of the coarse granularity of sampling. In [34], the SELF authors discuss many of the

open problems in choosing a counter heuristic, but the project did not report any in-depth studies of the

issues.

Detlefs and Agesen [35] studied mixed-mode execution in more detail by exploring the trade-off

between an interpreter, a fast JIT compiler, and a slow “traditional” compiler adapted for use as a JIT.

They found that a combination of the fast JIT and judicious use of the slow JIT on the longest running

methods provided the best results on a collection of benchmarks. They used an oracle to determine the

longest running methods. Some recent Java VMs have adopted a compilation-only strategy [36], [37],

while others use an interpreter in a mixed-mode strategy [38]–[41].

SELF-93 also integrated recompilation decisions with inlining decisions. When an invocation count

passed a threshold, the SELF system would traverse the call stack starting from the top method, using a

heuristic to find a “base” method suitable for recompilation. The compiler would then inline the traversed

call stack into the base method. The SELF team reported exploring a wide range of tuning values for the

various recompilation policy heuristics. The HotSpot Server VM recompilation policy reported in [38]

closely resembles the SELF-93 technique, including the inlining heuristic. The initial IBM mixed-mode

interpreter system [39] relied on invocation counts to drive recompilation decisions, but used different

inlining policies.

In addition to a counter-based selective optimization heuristic, the Intel Microprocessor Research Labs

VM [36] implemented continuous compilation that uses a spare processor to periodically scan the profile

data to determine which methods are hot and need to be recompiled.

All these counter-based policies rely on myriad heuristic tuning knobs. Hansen [11] reports on a deeply

iterative ad hoc tuning process, to find reasonable settings for the variety of counter thresholds that drive

recompilation. In current industry practice, VM vendors perform a similar process, laboriously tuning
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values to meet performance goals. Hansen lamented the situation in 1974:

Determining optimization counts heuristically has its limitations, for we found it hard to change

an optimization count so only a portion of the performance curve is affected. Therefore, if any

appreciable progress is to be made, a more theoretical basis for determining them must be

developed. [11], p.112.

In recent years, a few academic projects have begun exploring less ad hoc counter-based strategies,

and more theoretically-grounded policies for selective optimization. Plezbert and Cytron [42] considered

several online strategies for selective optimization. Although they did not draw a connection explicitly,

their “Crossover” strategy is exactly the ski-rental problem [43], an online two-competitive algorithm that

guarantees that the online cost will be at most twice the offline (or optimal) cost. Plezbert and Cytron

presented a simulated study based on C compilation with a file-based granularity. They compared “JIT-

only” and selective optimization approaches, as well as considering a background compilation thread that

uses a spare processor to continuously compile. The study simulated a number of scenarios and calculated

break-even points that indicate how long a program must run to make a particular recompilation heuristic

profitable.

Kistler [44], [45] performed a similar analysis in a more realistic study using a virtual machine for

Oberon. Kistler considered a more sophisticated online decision procedure for driving compilation, in

which each compiler phase estimates its own speedup based on a rich set of profile data. Kistler performed

an extensive study of break-even points based on this model, but did not implement the model-driven

online algorithm in the virtual machine.

Jikes RVM [37] used call stack sampling to feed a model-driven optimization policy, relying on a

cost-benefit model to select between multiple levels of optimization. Jikes RVM recompiles a method at

a particular optimization level when it estimates that the benefit of additional optimization outweighs the

cost of recompilation. To estimate these quantities, the system relies on models to predict the speedup in

generated code due to optimization, the cost of recompilation, and the period of time that a method will

execute in the future. The system estimates these quantities by relying on aggregates of offline profile

data, and by estimating that at any point in time a method will execute for twice as long as it has to that

point.

E. Deferred and partial compilation

Most current production VMs apply selective recompilation policies at method-level granularity. How-

ever, it has been recognized that methods may not provide the best delimiters for compilation units.
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Hansen’s Adaptive FORTRAN [11] selectively recompiled basic blocks and single-entry regions that

contain loops. Adaptive FORTRAN associated a counter with each basic block, which triggered selective

compilation of each code sequence according to empirically derived heuristics. Because Hansen’s compiler

did not perform inlining, the compiler applied selective optimization only to portions of an individual

method, but could not selectively optimize across procedure boundaries.

SELF-91 [13] could optimize across method boundaries via inlining, and also could optimize partial

methods withdeferred compilation. SELF-91 would defer compilation of code that was predicted to

execute infrequently, calleduncommon code. This policy saved compilation time, as the compiler did

not spend resources on uncommon code. Should the program branch to uncommon code, the system

performed “uncommon branch extension”, jumping to trampoline code that would generate the necessary

code and execute it.

Uncommon branch extension presents a nontrivial engineering challenge, as a method’s executable

code must be rewritten while the method executes. The transition between compiled versions is called

on-stack replacement (OSR).

The HotSpot Server VM [38] adopted the SELF-91 techniques, inserting “uncommon traps” at program

points predicted to be infrequent, such as those that require dynamic class loading. In addition, the HotSpot

Server VM transfers from the interpreter to an optimized form for long-running loops, performing an

OSR at a convenient point in the loop. This technique has also been adopted by other JVMs [46], [47],

which is especially important for some microbenchmarks.

Others [46]–[48] have investigated the interplay between deferred compilation and inlining, and found

some modest performance benefits.

F. Dynamic deoptimization

Some virtual machine services, such as some forms of introspection and debugging, require the virtual

machine to interpret stack frames and program state generated by optimized code. When an adaptive

optimization system produces code at various optimization levels, according to various conventions, it

can complicate introspective virtual machine services.

For example, Smalltalk-80 exposed method activation state to the programmer as data objects. To deal

with this, Deutsch and Schiffman [12] implemented a mechanism to recover the required v-code activation

state from an n-code closure record. The optimizing translator identified distinguished points in the code

sequence where the user may interrupt normal execution to examine activation state. At these points (and

only at these points), the compiler recorded enough mapping information to recover the desired v-code
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state.

SELF pioneered the use of deoptimization to facilitate debugging [49]. The SELF compiler would mark

distinguished safe points in optimized code, where the system would maintain enough state to recover

the original, unoptimized state. At a debugging breakpoint, the system would dynamically deoptimize

any optimized code, use OSR to transfer to the unoptimized version, and provide debugging functionality

on the unoptimized representation. This technique allows nearly “full-speed” debugging, and has been

adopted by today’s leading production Java virtual machines [50].

The same deoptimization technology can be used to implement speculative optimizations, which can

be invalidated via OSR if needed. More discussion of this technique appears in Section VII-B.

V. PROFILING FORFEEDBACK-DIRECTED OPTIMIZATION

Having a compiler as part of the runtime system allows the VM to apply fully automatic online

feedback-directed optimization (FDO). Smith [51] provides an excellent discussion of the motivation and

history of FDO. In particular, Smith highlights the following three factors as compelling motivation for

FDO:

1) FDO can overcome limitations of static optimizer technology by exploiting dynamic information

that cannot be inferred statically,

2) FDO enables the system to change and revert decisions when and if conditions change, and

3) Runtime binding allows more flexible and easy-to-change software systems.

A number of studies have reported program transformations that effectively use offline profile informa-

tion to improve performance over static optimization technology (e.g. [52]–[56]). However, to implement

fully automatic online FDO effectively, a virtual machine must also address the following challenges [57]:

1) Compensate for the overhead in collecting and processing profile information and performing

associated runtime transformations, and

2) Account for only partial profile availability and changing conditions that affect profile data stability.

This section describes the most significant profiling technology for driving FDO, and its use in today’s

virtual machines today.

A. Profiling techniques

A key technical challenge for effective online FDO is to collect accurate profile data with low overhead.

Although selective optimization systems monitor the running program to identify candidates for runtime

optimization (as previously discussed in Section IV-C), feedback-directed optimizations often require
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more fine-grained profiling information. For example, many FDO techniques require profile data regarding

individual program statements, individual objects, or individual control flow paths. Collecting fine-grained

profile data with low overhead presents a major challenge, making many forms of FDO difficult to perform

effectively online.

To address this challenge, VM implementors have investigated a variety of low-overhead fine-grained

profiling techniques. In recent years, several sophisticated and effective techniques have emerged.

We organize the most common mechanisms used by virtual machines to gather profiling information

for FDO into four categories:runtime service monitoring, hardware performance monitors, sampling,

and program instrumentation. We next review examples of each category, as well as approaches that

combine several techniques.

1) Runtime service monitoring:With this technique, the system monitors state associated with various

virtual machine runtime services. In some cases, the program’s use of a runtime service exhibits temporal

locality that the system can exploit for optimization. Section VII-A discusses a variety of optimizations for

dynamic dispatch, which monitor runtime data structures that record past dispatch behavior. Section VII-B

discusses optimizations that monitor other runtime state, relating to hashcodes and synchronization.

The memory management system provides a particularly rich body of information that can drive FDO.

The memory manager can observe trends in allocation, garbage collection, and heap utilization, in great

detail. Section VII-C describes optimizations to exploit this information.

2) Hardware performance monitors:Many microprocessors provide specialized hardware that can

provide online profile information regarding processor-level events. Despite the fact that mainstream

processors provide a rich variety of hardware performance monitors, few VMs have exploited this

approach for driving FDO. We are aware of only one published report [58], which describes the ORP

VM’s use of hardware performance monitors to guide memory prefetch injection. Their work takes

advantages of the hardware support for sampling cache misses on the Itanium(R) 2 platform. DCPI [59]

provides a sampling system that uses interrupts generated by the hardware performance counters on the

ALPHA processor to identify the frequently executed portions of a program. However, to our knowledge

no virtual machine has employed this technique.

We speculate that VMs have not generally exploited hardware performance monitors due to the

complexity of architecture-specific counter infrastructures, and the difficulty in mapping low-level counter

data to high-level program constructs. It remains to be seen if VMs will develop techniques to overcome

these difficulties and more effectively exploit hardware performance monitors.
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3) Sampling: With sampling, the system collects a representative subset of a class of events. By

observing only a limited percentage of the events, sampling allows the system to limit profiling overhead.

Sampling alone can provide sufficient profile data to drive some VM services. As discussed in Section IV-

C, some virtual machines sample executing methods to derive an execution time profile to drive selective

optimization. For many feedback-directed optimizations, VMs additionally sample the program’s call-

stack. Call-stack sampling can provide context-sensitive call graph profiles for guiding feedback-directed

inlining [34], [60]. SELF-93 [34] used a count-down scheme to determine when to sample the call-stack,

while Jikes RVM [37] used a timer-based approach.

Many feedback-directed optimizations rely on fine-grained profile information, such as basic block

frequencies or value profiles, which can be difficult to collect efficiently with a purely sample-based

approach. A few systems have collected such profiles with the help of hardware support [59], [61], [62].

4) Program instrumentation:By inserting intrusive instrumentation in a running program, a virtual

machine can collect a wide range of profile data at a fine granularity.

Many studies report usingoffline profiles collected via instrumentation to guide feedback-directed

optimization [52]–[56]. However, many types of instrumentation can impose intolerable runtime overhead;

slowdowns ranging from 30%–1,000% above non-instrumented code are not uncommon [63]–[65], and

overheads in the range of 10,000% (100 times slower) have been reported [66]. Therefore VMs must

apply techniques to reduce these overheads to be able to apply instrumentation online with acceptable

performance.

The primary mechanism to reduce instrumentation overhead is to limit the time during which instru-

mented code executes. For example, the VM can instrument unoptimized code (or interpreted code) only,

allowing the instrumentation to terminate automatically when the VM’s selective optimization mechanism

recompiles a hot method. Several contemporary VMs apply this technique [38], [39]. This approach has

a number of advantages: 1) the instrumentation likely imposes minimal overhead over and above the

already poor performance of unoptimized code, 2) the optimizer has profile data available when it first

recompiles a method, enabling early application of FDO, and 3) implementing this approach requires

relatively low engineering effort.

However, despite these advantages, instrumenting unoptimized code has two significant limitations.

First, because the system profiles methods only during their early stages of execution, the profile may

not reflect the dominant behavior if the behavior changes after the early stages. Second, certain profiles

for guiding FDO are more difficult to collect in unoptimized code. For example, optimizations such as

aggressive inlining drastically change the structure of a method. Determining hot paths through inlined
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code can be nontrivial when using a profile obtained prior to inlining.

To avoid profiling start-up behavior, Whaley [48] proposed a three-stage model in which fine-grained

profiling is inserted in the second stage. A more general solution adopted by several systems [39], [44],

[57] inserts instrumentation into fully optimized code. This solution avoids the aforementioned drawbacks

of instrumenting unoptimized code, but introduces challenges of its own. The fact that a method is selected

for optimization suggests that the method may be executed frequently; thus, naive instrumentation could

result in severe performance degradation.

Kistler [44] inserted instrumentation in optimized code without any special mechanism to enforce a

short profiling interval. Although this approach can be effective for some applications, it could degrade

the performance of others to unacceptable levels, making this approach too risky for use in a production-

level VM. The IBM DK 1.3.0 [39] instrumented optimized code, but enforced a short profiling period by

using code patching to dynamically remove instrumentation after it has executed a fixed number of times.

Recent improvements [67] use a hierarchical structure for enabling and disabling the counters to collect

more accurate profiles with fewer samples. However, profiling in shorter bursts increases the probability

that the observed behavior does not accurately reflect the overall behavior.

5) Combining instrumentation and sampling:Some work has combined instrumentation with periodic

sampling to observe program behavior over a longer window of execution. The code-patching technique

described above can be repeated, enabling and disabling instrumentation to collect data in sets of short

bursts. However, the overhead of maintaining cache consistency when patching can limit the sample

frequency achievable with this approach. Arnold and Ryder [68] describe a technique for sampling

instrumentation that allows the system to enable and disable instrumentation at a finer granularity. Their

technique introduces a second version of code within each instrumented method, and lightweight checks

determine when the instrumented version should be executed. This technique has been used online in a

virtual machine to collect profiling information for FDO [57]. Chilimbi and Hirzel [69], [70] modified

this technique in an online-binary optimizer to guide prefetching optimizations.

B. Stability and phases

As an online system, a VM has the ability to consider the stability of a profile across phases of a single

execution, and may attempt to react appropriately when the program enters a new phase. Kistler [44]

pioneered this approach in an interactive Oberon VM by periodically capturing a vector composed of

the number of occurrences of an event, such as a basic block counter. The system computed a similarity

metric between two recent vectors. When this value exceeded a threshold, the system initiated a new
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profile/optimization stage.

Aside from Kistler, little published work describes online phase detection in a VM. One contributing

factor is that certain types of adaptive optimization do not require explicit phase shift detection, as the

profiling scheme will automatically discover changes in behavior. For example, most implementations

of selective optimization do not require explicit phase shift detection. When the application’s behavior

changes so that new methods become “hot”, the selective optimization systems detect the new “hot”

methods and guide optimization appropriately. Most current VMs do not take any action when a previously

optimized method becomes “cold”, although discarding generated code would be important for a system

with a limited code cache.

In theory, many optimizations, such as inlining, code layout, and specialization, might benefit from

reconsideration when the running program enters a new phase. Additionally, an optimization decision

that is profitable in one phase might degrade performance when a subsequent phase exhibits different

characteristic behavior. It remains open whether adaptive optimization systems will be able to exploit

phase detection to tailor optimizations effectively and efficiently online.

A number of offline studies have examined issues relating to profile stability across different inputs

for basic blocks [71], receiver types [65], and procedure calls, indirect control transfers, and nonaligned

memory references [72]. Wall [71] found the level of stability of basic block profiles depended heavily

on the event being profiled. Grove et al. [65] found that receiver type profiles produced stable results.

Wang and Rubin [72] found that different users of interactive programs have different usage patterns,

and observed up to 9% performance degradation when profiles from a different user are used to drive

profile-directed optimizations.

The Dynamo [31] binary translator addressed similar issues, by monitoring the creation rate of opti-

mized code fragments. When the system detected an increase in optimization activity, such as is likely

to occur when a different collection of instructions begins executing, it would flush the code cache.

Chilimbi and Hirzel’s online optimization system [70] accounted for potential phase shifts by periodically

re-gathering profile data based on a fixed duration.

The computer architecture community has also found the problem of profile stability of interest in

both offline (after program execution) [73], [74] and online [75]–[78] contexts. Some studies have

employed phase detection to identify a phase of a profile that is representative of the complete program’s

behavior to reduce simulation time [73], [74]. Online phase detection has been used to dynamically adapt

multi-configuration hardware to program behavior [75], to tailor code sequences to frequently executed

phases [76], and to track and predict phases [77].
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VI. FEEDBACK-DIRECTED CODE GENERATION

In this section, we review the use of feedback-directed code generation in virtual machines. This

section concentrates on feedback-directed techniques to improve the quality of the code generated by an

optimizing compiler. Section VII discusses other forms of FDO used by virtual machines. The remainder

of this section describes feedback-directed variants of inlining, code layout, instruction scheduling,

multiversioning, and miscellaneous other forms of feedback-directed code generation.

A. Inlining

Inlining, the replacement of a call site with the contents of the method it calls, has proved to be one

of the most important compiler optimizations, especially for object-oriented programs. However, overly

aggressive inlining can impose steep costs in both compile-time and code size.

Many studies have examined the cost-benefit trade-offs of profile-directed inlining using offline profile

data. Much of this work has considered inlining as a KNAPSACK [79] problem, measuring the inlining

benefit that can be obtained with various inlining budgets [80]–[84] using a greedy algorithm to choose

inlining candidates. All these studies have concluded that profile-driven greedy algorithms can judiciously

guide inlining decisions that cover the vast majority of dynamic calls, with reasonable compile-time

overhead.

To our knowledge, no virtual machines have adopted greedy inlining algorithms based on the KNAP-

SACK formulation. A central obstacle is that virtual machines tend to consider recompilation decisions

on a local, method-by-method basis, whereas the KNAPSACK inlining studies rely on a comprehensive,

global view of the entire program. Instead, virtual machines have relied on a variety of ad hoc heuristics

to drive profile-directed inlining.

The SELF implementations introduced a number of techniques for more effective inlining. Compared

to most mainstream languages, SELF placed an even greater premium on effective inlining, to deal

with extremely frequent method calls. As reviewed in Section VI-D, SELF-89, SELF-90, and SELF-91

introduced progressively sophisticated optimizations to predict types, and inline and split code based on

static type estimates. SELF-93 [34] augmented these techniques withtype feedback, where the VM would

provide the runtime compiler with a profile of receiver types collected from the current run. The SELF

compiler used this information to choose inlining candidates and to guide the transformations to deal

with inlined dynamic dispatch. The reported results show significant speedup (1.7x improvement) from

using type feedback, and show that the profile-directed approach results in significantly better code than

a more sophisticated optimizer (SELF-91) that relied on static type estimates.
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As reviewed in Section IV, the SELF-93 adaptive optimization system incorporated inlining decisions

into the recompilation policy, walking the call stack to find a suitable root method to recompile with

inlining. The HotSpot JVM [38] adopted the SELF-93 technique of driving recompilation policies based

on inlining decisions. It performs guarded inlining when class hierarchy analysis or the profile indicated

a single receiver type.

Dean and Chambers [85] presented Inlining Trials, an approach to more systematically drive inlining

decisions. In this work, the SELF compiler would tentatively inline a call site, and monitor compiler

transformations to quantify the resultant effect on optimizations. The virtual machine maintained a

history of inlining decisions and resultant effects, and would drive future inlining decisions based on

the history. This approach could help guide more intelligent inlining decisions because the effect of

inlining on optimizations is difficult to predict. Waddell and Dybvig [86] report a similar approach for a

dynamic Scheme compiler. We are not aware of any production virtual machines that have adopted this

methodology.

Several studies [36], [37], [57], [87], [88] report on fully automatic online profile-directed inlining

for Java that improves performance by factors of approximately 10-17%, as compared to comparable

strategies that ignore profile data.

Jikes RVM [37] incorporated inlining into the cost-benefit model for selective recompilation by in-

creasing the expected benefit of recompiling a method that contains a hot call site. Arnold et al. [57]

augment this scheme by profiling hot methods to determine hot basic blocks within those methods.

Inlining budgets for call sites in such hot blocks are increased.

Suganuma et al. [87] explored online profile-directed inlining heuristics, relying on an approximation

of the dynamic call graph collected by instrumenting hot target methods for short time periods. They

concluded that for non-tiny methods, heuristics based solely on profile data outperformed strategies that

also rely on static heuristics.

The StarJIT compiler [88] uses call site frequency to augment inlining heuristics and improve guarded

devirtualization decisions. Hazelwood and Grove [60] explored more advanced inlining heuristics that

consider both static and dynamic characteristics of the call stack.

B. Code layout

Code layout, or code positioning, is one of the most frequently implemented forms of feedback-directed

optimization. For this transformation, the compiler rearranges code to maximize instruction locality and

improve branch prediction; it attempts to lay out frequent code paths contiguously in the address space.
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Pettis and Hansen [52] detailed the most popular approach to profile-directed code positioning, and

used an offline study to show that significant performance improvements are possible.

Arnold et al. [57] employ a variant of the top-down code positioning in an online manner to obtain

modest improvements. A similar online variant has been reported for the IBM DK for Java [89]. Adl-

Tabatabai et al. [88] also employ a variant of the top-down code positioning algorithm, extended to

perform tail duplication of the block being laid out. They also use profiles to drive method splitting

(partitioning compiled code into a hot and cold section) and alignment of branch targets.

C. Instruction Scheduling

In a related vein, researchers have documented significant improvements with feedback-directed in-

struction scheduling. Instruction scheduling seeks to order instructions to maximize flow of instructions

through a microprocessor pipeline. The IMPACT compiler project conducted a number of influential

studies of offline profile-directed instruction scheduling [90], [91].

Naturally, the efficacy of instruction scheduling depends highly on the underlying instruction architec-

ture and implementation. Out-of-order superscalar processors with large reorder buffers mitigate the need

for instruction scheduling. However, statically scheduled processors such as Itanium [92], [93] place a

premium on effective instruction scheduling.

Adl-Tabatabai et al. [88] perform online profile-directed instruction scheduling in the StarJIT, using

edge information obtained from either instrumentation or derived from sampling Itanium’s performance

monitors. The StarJIT combines instruction scheduling with trace formation and tail duplication to address

phase ordering issues among these techniques.

D. Multiversioning

Multiversioningis an adaptive technique in which the compiler generates multiple implementations of

a code sequence, and emits code to choose the best implementation at runtime.

In “static multiversioning”, the compiler generates the various versions based purely on information

known at compile time. For example, Byler et al. [94] describe a compiler that generated several versions

of Fortran loops, and at runtime, chooses the best implementation for runtime values of loop bounds,

increment values, and access patterns.

Similar techniques have been applied for Java programs [95], [96]. For example, Artigas et al. [95]

describe static multiversioning to create “safe regions” in Java code that are free of exception dependencies

and certain aliases. In these safe regions, the compiler can apply more aggressive optimizations.
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Many virtual machines use a form of multiversioning to speculatively inline targets of dynamic dispatch.

The simplest mechanism is to introduce a “diamond” by testing a runtime condition before the inlined

method body, and branch to an out-of-line call should the runtime condition fail. Arnold and Ryder

proposed a mechanism calledthin guards, whereby a potentially expensive set of runtime checks can be

replaced by a small set of boolean checks [97].

To avoid the entire runtime cost of a conditional check, a VM may instead speculatively insert a no-op

instruction, orpatch point, where it would otherwise insert a runtime check [36], [98]. On invalidation,

the VM can replace the patch point with a code sequence equivalent to the aforementioned runtime check.

A more aggressive implementation can “break the diamond” using deferred compilation as discussed

in Section IV. This technique was pioneered in SELF-91 [13] and later adopted by HotSpot [38] and

Jikes RVM [47]. A failed inline guard jumps to an OSR point, which contains no code and models a

method exit. If control flow reaches this point, the system dynamically generates code to handle the failed

guard. Because the infrequent path models a method exit, forward dataflow facts from this path do not

merge back into the frequent path, resulting in improved dataflow properties in the code following the

guard. Fink and Qian [47] evaluated the impact of breaking diamonds in Jikes RVM and did not find

significant value from improved dataflow from guarded inlining.

The SELF implementations pioneered more sophisticated static multiversioning in techniques they

call message-splitting. The SELF compiler would replicate control flow downstream of a merge point

to preserve unmerged type information. With this technique, the compiler can optimize downstream by

exploiting more specific type information. The SELF project documented progressively sophisticated

forms of downstream splitting; starting with local splitting immediately after a merge [99], then extended

splitting to handle any type information lost by merges [32], and then splitting for loops and path-based

splitting [13]. SELF-93 [34] enhanced the efficacy of splitting by incorporatingtype feedback, an online

profile of observed receiver types.

One problem with static multiversioning is that due to space overhead and compile-time costs, it

is not always possible to generate every possible variant of a code sequence. However, a runtime

compiler can use profile information to select a few of the many possible versions. SELF-89 [99] and

later implementations relied heavily on this form of dynamic multiversioning, with a technique called

customization. The SELF system would generate a new version of each method customized to the type of

the receiver. With this technique, the compiler can resolve each call to theself object at compile-time,

bypassing an expensive dynamic dispatch and allowing more effective inlining.

Some work has focused onspecialization, or dynamic multiversioning based on speculative runtime
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constants or properties. Most of the research has relied on programmer annotations or directives to

guide multiversioning policies(e.g. [100]–[102]). Mock et al. [56] extended this work with automated

techniques to derive the appropriate directives. To our knowledge, only one product VM has documented

fully automatic profile-directed specialization. Suganuma et al. [39] describe a sophisticated automatic

approach to exploit runtime constant primitive values, types, array lengths, type relationships, aliasing

relationships, and thread-local properties.

A few other systems have performed simpler forms of dynamic multiversioning based on runtime

profiles. Arnold et al. [57] used edge profiling to split control flow graph merge nodes. Similarly, Adl-

Tabatabai et al. [88] perform hot path splitting via tail duplication for IA32 and Itanium architectures.

In most multiversioning, the generated code uses some absolute criteria, based on runtime values, to

determine which implementation to execute. An alternative approach,empirical optimization, has the

system measure performance of the various implementations during a “training” period, and then choose

the best implementation for a “production” period. Diniz and Rinard [103] describe an instantiation of

this technique calleddynamic feedback, a fully automatic compiler-supported system that selected among

several possible synchronization optimizations at runtime.

Voss and Eigenmann describe a more advanced empirical adaptive multiversioning system called

ADAPT [104]. In ADAPT, the user describes possible optimizations in a domain-specific language. The

ADAPT compiler generates an application-specific runtime system that searches for the best optimization

parameters at runtime. At any given time, the runtime system maintains the best known version, and per-

forms experiments to evaluate an experimental version generated with different optimization parameters.

The ADAPT system has a runtime hot-spot detector, and focuses its effort on important loops identified

by profile data. The ADAPT system as implemented is a loosely coupled coarse-grain system that invokes

a full-fledged static Fortran compiler as its runtime optimizer. It is targeted for compiler writers as a tool

for prototyping variants of adaptive optimizations. It would be interesting to evaluate this approach in

a full-fledged virtual machine, as a technique to deal with the potential non-intuitive effects of adaptive

optimization.

E. Others

Today’s production VMs collect a potpourri of profile data during the course of execution, and use of

the profile data has tended to seep into many aspects of the runtime compiler. Many times, these FDO

are fairly straightforward applications, and each individual optimization may have limited impact. As

a result, there have been few comprehensive studies of miscellaneous profile-directed optimizations in
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VMs.

In addition to the optimizations discussed in other sections (inlining, code reordering, splitting) Arnold

et al. [57] also evaluate the impact of using edge profiles to improve loop unrolling heuristics in Jikes

RVM. Additionally, the Jikes RVM optimizing compiler uses profile information to drive register alloca-

tion spill heuristics and live range splitting. The runtime improvements from the latter two optimizations

were small, and have not been formally documented.

The HotSpot Server compiler [38] reports similar techniques. The HotSpot interpreter collects counts

of method entries and backward branches, type profile at call sites, is-null information, and branch

frequencies. The optimizer exploits this information for various optimizations including inlining heuristics

and global code motion.

In recent years, researchers from IBM’s Tokyo Research Lab have documented a number of FDO

applications in the IBM DK for Java. Suganuma et al. [89] report that the JIT uses runtime trace

information to guide code generation and register allocation, in addition to the code layout reported

earlier. Ogasawara et al. [105] describe a feedback-directed optimization to accelerate exception handling,

which required profiling to determine call tree paths frequently traversed by exceptional control flow.

Suganuma et al. [46] describe a speculative stack allocation optimization, relying on escape analysis and

multiversioning with on-stack replacement to invalidate and lazily instantiate objects.

Researchers at Intel’s Microprocessor Research Labs have also explored dynamic optimization tech-

niques to accelerate exception handling and handle speculative optimizations in the presence of excep-

tions [36].

Several researchers have examined software prefetching based on offline profile data to discover access

patterns (e.g. [106], [107]). Recently, a few papers have reported results on automatic online profile-

directed prefetching. Inagaki et al. [108] developed a sophisticated lightweight profiling mechanism to

discover stride access patterns both within and across loop iterations. Adl-Tabatabai et al. [58] use

hardware performance monitors to help guide the placement of prefetch instructures to improve access

to linked data structures. Chilimbi and Hirzel [70] describe an automatic online DER rewrite tool that

profiles the application to find frequently recurring data reference sequences, called “hot data streams”.

Having identified a hot data stream, the system automatically rewrites the binary to detect prefixes of hot

data streams, and insert software prefetch instructions to exploit the stream’s reference pattern.
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VII. OTHER FEEDBACK-DIRECTED OPTIMIZATIONS

In this section, we review feedback-directed techniques other than code generation that have been used

in virtual machines. The first subsections explore two broad themes in adaptive runtime systems: exploiting

temporal locality and the speculative tailoring of runtime services to other aspects of the application’s

dynamic behavior. The final subsections discuss two facets of memory management: optimizations to

improve garbage collection and to improve the program’s spatial locality.

A. Temporal Locality and Caching

A number of runtime services can be quite expensive in the worst case, but can be significantly

accelerated in the average case by applying some form of caching, assuming that the application exhibits

some exploitable form of temporal locality.

For example, the key characteristic of object-oriented programming is that an object’s behavior depends

on its runtime type, as opposed to a declared static type. Since program behavior depends so strongly

on runtime types, object-oriented systems pioneered adaptive techniques to improve the performance of

dynamic dispatch and type testing. Many of these techniques rely on temporal locality to be effective.

Early Smalltalk-80 systems used dynamic caching [109] to avoid performing a full method lookup on

every message send. The runtime system began method lookup by first consulting a global hash table

that cached the results of recent method lookups. Although consulting the hash table was significantly

cheaper than a full method lookup, it was still relatively expensive.

Therefore, later Smalltalk systems added inline caches [12] as a mechanism to mostly avoid consulting

the global cache. In an inline cache, the system overwrites the call to the method lookup routine with a

direct call to the method most recently called from the call site. The system modifies the callee method’s

prologue to check that the receiver’s type matches, and calls the method lookup routine when the check

fails. Inline caches perform extremely well if the call site is monomorphic (has one target), or at least

exhibits good temporal locality, but perform poorly if a call site dispatches to multiple target methods in

quick succession.

Polymorphic inline caches (PICs) [110] were developed to overcome this weakness of inline caches.

In a polymorphic inline cache, the call site invokes a dynamically generated PIC stub that executes a

sequence of tests to see if the receiver object matches previously seen cases. If a match is found, then

the stub invokes the correct target method; if a match is not found, the PIC terminates with a call to the

method lookup routine (which may in turn choose to generate a new PIC stub for the call site, extended
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to handle the new receiver object). Some implementations of PICs use a move-to-front [111] heuristic to

further exploit temporal locality.

Similar issues arise in dispatching interface method calls in the Java programming language. Some

JVMs use PICs to dispatch interface methods. Another commonly used technique is theitable, which is

a virtual method table for a class, restricted to those methods that match a particular interface of the class

implementation [112], [113]. To dispatch an interface method, the system must locate the appropriate

itable for a class/interface pair and then load the target method from a known offset in this itable. In

general, the runtime system must search for the relevant itable at dispatch-time. In a straightforward

implementation, search time increases with the number of interfaces implemented by the class. However,

as with PICs, most systems augment the basic mechanism with an itable cache or move-to-front heuristic

to exploit temporal locality.

Many object-oriented languages have other language constructs, such as Java’sinstanceof , that

require the runtime system to test the runtime type of an object. A number of non-adaptive schemes for

answering these questions efficiently have been explored; a discussion of many of these techniques can be

found in Krall et al. [114]. More recent work has specialized these schemes for the particular semantics

of Java [115], [116]. Some virtual machines have also used caching to exploit temporal locality in type

testing. For example, the IBM DK for Java caches the result of the most recent type inclusion test in the

class object [89].

Finally, temporal locality has also been exploited to reduce the cost of Java synchronization. Kawachiya

et al. [117] observe that it is common for an object to be locked repeatedly by the same Java thread.

They exploit thisthread localityof locking by allowing the lock on an object to be reserved for a single

thread. This thread can obtain the lock cheaply, while all other threads that attempt to acquire the lock

must first cause the reservation to be canceled (an expensive operation).

B. Speculative Optimizations for Runtime Services

In Section VI-D, we reviewed techniques whereby a compiler can speculatively emit code, and recover

should a speculative invariant fail. Similarly, the runtime system can apply speculative techniques to

optimize runtime data structures.

The most pervasive data structures in object-oriented languages, objects, depend on the VM’sobject

model. An object model dictates how the VM represents objects in storage; the best object model will

maximize efficiency of frequent language operations while minimizing storage overhead. In addition to

the programmer-specified data elements in the object, the virtual machine adds additional state in an
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object headerto support operations such as virtual dispatch, garbage collection, synchronization, and

hashing.

It has been observed that the usage of the different portions of the object header varies from one

object instance to another. Therefore, some virtual machines use adaptive object models that elide some

portions of the object header until it has been determined that a particular object instance will actually

need them.

For example, it has been observed that most Java objects never need their default hash code. Thus, rather

than allocating space for the hash code in all the headers of all object instances, many virtual machines

use the tri-state encoding technique from Bacon et al. [118] (also developed independently by Agesen

and used in the Sun EVM), where the states of an object areunhashed, hashed, andhashed-and-moved.

For the first two states, the hash code of the object is its address. When the garbage collector moves an

object whose state ishashed, it changes its state tohashed-and-movedand copies the old address to the

end of the new version of the object. In this scheme most objects never have space allocated in their

header for a hash code, but if necessary the virtual machine will adapt the object model on a per-object

basis to accommodate the hash code.

Similarly, most Java objects are never synchronized and therefore do not need thelockwordportion of

their object header. One heuristic for deciding which object instances are likely to use their lockword is

to predict that an object of a classC is likely to be locked if and only ifC has at least onesynchronized

method, or if any of its methods containsynchronized(this) statements. This heuristic was used by Bacon

et al. [119] to define a family of object models with one-word headers; they also proposed adaptively

adding the lockword back into object instances that were mispredicted by this heuristic during a copying

garbage collection.

Speculative optimizations require runtime support to invalidate the optimization when conditions change.

For example, despite the possibility of dynamic class loading, most JVMs apply some simple whole

program analyses by speculating that the set of currently loaded classesare the entire program (i.e. that

dynamic class loading will not occur in the future) and optimizing accordingly. Virtually all production

virtual machines speculatively apply class hierarchy-based inlining [120]. This optimization assumes that

the class hierarchy is complete; a number of techniques including preexistence [121], code patching [98]

and on-stack replacement [49] are used to recover when dynamic class loading changes the class hierarchy

and invalidates a speculative optimization.
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C. Heap Management and Garbage Collection

Automatic memory management, commonly referred to as garbage collection (GC), is one of the more

complex services provided by a VM. Most garbage collectors are inherently somewhat adaptive in that

the rate of garbage collection and the amount of work done in each collection cycle depends heavily

on the application’s runtime behavior. Jones and Lins [122] describe the rich diversity of GC algorithms

that have been developed. Virtually all of these algorithms have been deployed in some VM; there is

no generally accepted “best” GC algorithm. In this section we discuss three areas in which VMs apply

more interesting forms of adaptation: online choice of GC algorithms, heap size management, and the

scheduling of garbage collection.

One interesting approach is to adaptively switch garbage collection algorithms to adjust to the appli-

cation’s dynamic behavior. Printezis [123] reports on dynamically switching between Mark&Sweep and

Mark&Compact algorithms to manage the mature space of a generational collector. Soman et al. [124]

describe a more radical approach in which an extended version of Jikes RVM can dynamically swap

between radically different garbage collection algorithms to adapt to the application’s behavior. To our

knowledge, this level of adaptive GC has not been deployed in production-level VMs.

Most production VMs dynamically adjust the size of their heap, the portion of the VM’s address space

that is used to support the application’s dynamic memory allocation requests. The heuristics used are

rarely fully described in the literature. Dimpsey et al. [125] contains a detailed description of a policy

used in some versions of the IBM DK that adjusts the VM’s heap size based on heap utilization and the

fraction of time spent in GC.

Generational GC algorithms divide the heap into multiple regions. Objects are initially allocated into

a nurseryspace and are promoted (or tenured) into amaturespace after they survive a certain number of

collections. Some systems use a fixed size nursery. Appel [126] describes a system in which the fraction

of the total heap utilized for the nursery is dynamically adjusted based on the application’s behavior.

VMs can also schedule GC with adaptive policies. Normally, a VM triggers GC when some memory

resource is exhausted (or almost exhausted); the exact details vary from algorithm to algorithm. Some

systems have explored heuristics for triggering a GC before memory is actually exhausted in the hopes of

increasing the efficiency of GC (reclaiming more free memory for each unit of GC work). Hayes [127]

observed that there are often key objects whose unreachability indicates with high probability that large

data structures have also just become unreachable, and thus indicates an attractive time to schedule

GC. Hirzel et al. [128] build on this idea by suggesting the scheduling of GC based on a connectivity
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analysis. Less sophisticated heuristics have been proposed that schedule garbage collections based on

stack height [129] or the number of pops from the stack [130].

D. Heap Optimizations for Spatial Locality

Although automatic memory management imposes overheads as discussed in the previous section, it

also offers opportunities for the VM to improve performance. When a safe language prevents user code

from directly reading or writing pointers, it gives the VM freedom to rearrange the heap layout to improve

spatial locality.

Some researchers have exploredfield reordering, a technique to rearrange layout of fields in an object

to improve spatial locality [45], [131]–[133]. This technique attempts to lay out fields in an object such

that concurrently accessed hot fields fall on the same cache line. Additionally, Kistler and Franz [45]

show that the order of fields within a cache line can impact performance because of the order in which

the hardware fills individual bytes in a cache line. They compute field layout with a model that takes

this factor into account.

Chilimbi et al. [131] proposedobject splitting, which divides an object’s hot and cold fields into

separate sub-objects using an offline profile. The system accesses the cold sub-object indirectly from a

pointer in the hot sub-object. By bringing only hot fields into cache, object splitting improves spatial

locality.

While Chilimbi’s work addressed objects, Rabbah and Palem [134] proposed a form of object splitting

for arrays that also uses offline profile information. This work splits an array of objects of a particular

type into multiple arrays, each containing a subset of the type’s fields. Rabbah and Palem analyzed an

object reference trace along an application’s hot spots to determine a splitting policy that matched the

data access patterns.

A third technique,object co-location, places concurrently accessed objects on the same cache line. Two

online approaches have been reported. Chilimbi et al. [135] used an object affinity graph for dynamic

object co-location of Cecil programs. A generational garbage collector interpreted the graph to determine

how to co-locate objects when copying objects into a semispace. Kistler and Franz [45], [132] used a

temporal relationship graph for dynamic object co-location in Oberon. Their technique detects when it

is advantageous to change the layout of a particular data structure, recompiles all affected code in the

background, and then atomically updates the code and the data structure’s layout. Although these papers

reported significant speedups from object co-location, the high runtime cost of maintaining an object

affinity graph remains a problem that has impeded the adoption of these techniques in production VMs.
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Shuf et al. [136] proposed a simpler, type-affinity based co-allocation alternative. Using offline profile

data, Shuf et al. identified a small set ofprolific types, types that are allocated frequently, but are short

lived. Given the set of prolific types, the system was enhanced with a method to allocate together a

cluster of prolific type objects that reference each other.

A few other papers have explored other profile-directed techniques to improve locality, based on profile

data collected offline (e.g. [64], [137]). We are not aware of any online object co-location, object splitting,

or field reordering results in production VMs at this time.

VIII. D ISCUSSION

Having reviewed the evolution of adaptive optimization technology to the present, we now discuss a

few areas that appear ripe for further research.

A. Optimization Control Policies

As reviewed, many of the current techniques for controlling optimization rely on ad hoc policies

demanding extensive tuning. Although many would agree that a more theoretically grounded approach

would be valuable, there are significant technical challenges on this path. Most dauntingly, we have no

satisfactory methods to automatically predict the future impact of a particular transformation.

One promising approach to this problem centers on “empirical optimization policies”, as described in

Section VI-D. A few papers reviewed here have begun applying this approach to adaptive optimization;

notably the ADAPT [104] system and the Inlining Trials [85] work.

In the domain of high-performance numerical libraries, empirical optimization has succeeded in a

number of high-profile projects [138]–[140]. On the other hand, at least one paper has reported that

model-driven optimization can compete with the empirical approach for simple numerical kernels [141].

The trade-offs of empirical vs. model-driven optimization for the applications described in this paper are

not well understood.

B. Deep Analysis

None of the optimizations reviewed in this paper involve substantial interprocedural analysis (IPA).

Since IPA would be much more expensive than method-granularity analysis, it remains an open question

on how to design policies so that runtime IPA justifies the effort. A few recent papers have examined

runtime IPA optimizations [142]–[146]; however, to our knowledge these techniques have not yet appeared

in production VMs.
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Another approach is to stage analysis effort, performing the bulk of the work offline and some cheap

analysis at runtime. The QuickSilver project [147] investigated aquasi-staticcompiler that would pre-

compile some code offline, and could integrate the code into a full-fledged VM at runtime. Philipose

et al. [148] describe a scheme to automatically generate compilers with staged analysis, which could

be applied in “quasi-static” scenarios. Although the potential for dynamic class loading hampers many

potential transformations that rely on interprocedural analysis; language features such as Java’s sealed

packages can mitigate the impact of dynamic class loading [149]. Venugopal et al. [29] propose an even

more drastic approach: specializing the entire VM with respect to a fixed application. Although this

approach sacrifices dynamic class loading, it may suit many embedded devices.

In general, deep analysis such as IPA can attempt to prove invariants, but with profile information,

the system can instead speculate that invariants hold without generating a proof. A VM can apply

many transformations speculatively, relying on invalidation mechanisms such as OSR and heap rewriting

mechanisms. It is not clear whether the dominant trend will be deep analysis to prove invariants, aggressive

speculation with advanced invalidation, or some combination of the two.

C. RAS

Runtime compilation, especially driven by sampling, adds another level of non-determinism to the

running program. So, adaptive optimization makes testing more difficult, as it provides more opportunities

for non-deterministic bugs to sneak past testing. Additionally, a sophisticated runtime optimizer adds

significant complexity to the VM.

Most work has ignored the RAS (reliability, availability, serviceability) implications of adaptive opti-

mization. A few academic papers have started to address the subject. The DejaVu project [150] investi-

gated enhancing a VM with deterministic replay, to aid debugging. Bruening [151] describes a similar

deterministic replay facility in the Rivet virtual machine.

The RAS implications of adaptive optimization technology, if left unaddressed, threaten to slow the

adoption of new technologies.

D. Compiler Engineering

Some research work on dynamic code generation has focused on extremely cheap code generation. For

example, Lee and Leone [101] report on a system that consumes 6 cycles per instruction generated, and

Engler [152] reports 6-10 cycles per instruction generated for a VCODE optimizer. On the other hand,

current VMs have evolved to the other side of the compiler cost spectrum, by providing full-fledged
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traditional runtime compilers that spend many thousands of cycles per instruction generated. This fact

has driven the work on selective optimization discussed in Section IV. However, it remains to be seen

if the pendulum will swing back toward extremely cheap techniques. For example, VMs could evolve

toward ubiquitous speculative specialization with frequent invalidation.

Alternatively, we have seen incremental improvements to compile-time. For example, some VMs have

adopted cheap, near-linear register allocation techniques in place of graph coloring [34], [88], [89],

[153]–[155]. Chen and Olukotun [156] describe a JIT engineered with only four major passes, designed

to execute significantly faster and with smaller footprint than current production JITs. Ishizaki et al. [157]

evaluate the optimizations in the JIT for the IBM DK for Java, and report that the cheapest compiler

optimizations provide most of the speedup benefits.

E. Architectural Impact

It remains open whether adaptive optimization will drive requirements for microprocessor architecture

and design. An obvious issue is that adaptive optimization entails self-modifying code. Deutsch and

Schiffman [12] noted that self-modifying code was “generally condemned in modern practice”. In current

VMs, dynamic code generation is a relatively rare event compared to normal computation, and the cost

of memory barriers for self-modifying code does not appear to be a significant problem.

Eeckhout et al. [158] describe an interesting study of the architectural impact of virtual machines, and

a good review of related work on Java workload characterization.

A related issue concerns binary translation. It is not clear whether an underlying binary optimizer, such

as Dynamo [31], can further improve performance for a VM that already performs adaptive optimization.

Nevertheless, dynamic code generation can certainly help with other problems, such as providing binary

portability [4] and solving the legacy problem for VLIW implementations [88]. Additionally, some recent

processors such as ones from Transmeta [159] include low-level binary translators that are closely tied to

the hardware and target instruction set architecture(ISA). One open question concerns whether cooperation

between software virtual machines and ISA-level binary translators would deliver additional benefits.

F. New VM Domains

This paper has focused on mainstream VMs targeting fairly low-level program representations. How-

ever, current industry trends point to a proliferation of higher-level runtime systems that provide much

higher level services, such as J2EE, ASP.NET, Web Services, and BPEL. These runtime systems currently

provide some forms of adaptive optimization in management of runtime structures such as thread pools
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and communication queues. It is not yet clear whether these higher-level VMs could benefit from new or

specialized forms of dynamic code generation and optimization, beyond that provided by the underlying

VMs. Anecdotal evidence suggest that more abstract VMs suffer from even more severe performance

problems, perhaps in areas where adaptive optimization technology could help.

Another current trend is the appearance of VMs on small, extremely space-constrained devices for

embedded systems. This domain features a plethora of instruction set architectures, so portable program

representations add significant value. This domain presents different optimization challenges, including

requirements to minimize memory footprint and power consumption [29], [30], [155], [156], [160], and

to reduce network transfer delay [161], [162].

IX. CONCLUSION

We have reviewed the progression of adaptive optimization technology from a niche academic interest

to a widespread, competitive production technology. We have seen a direct transfer of research ideas

from the technical literature into today’s production systems, and an explosion of new research activity

in the area since 1995. Selective optimization has clearly had a major impact on production systems,

serving as a core technology in many production VMs. Although many feedback-directed optimizations

have not yet progressed from research into production systems, mainstream VM vendors already support

some FDO, and we expect product VMs to further incorporate FDO technology over the next few years.

The ideas reviewed in this paper do not rely on any profound theoretical concepts. To date, progress in

adaptive optimization technology has centered on overcoming the formidable engineering challenges. In

the past, only a few research groups possessed the substantial resources necessary to build and maintain

a credible VM research infrastructure. However, the situation has changed. Today, researchers can build

on a number of high-quality open-source VMs such as Jikes RVM [163], Mono [164], and ORP [165].

The availability of this technology should lower the barriers to entry in this field, and spur even faster

innovation in coming years.
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